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Structural Model

y ′tA0(st) = x ′tA+(st) + ε′t
p(st = i |st−1 = k) = pik

εt |Yt−1 ∼ N(0, In)

yt : n x 1

xt : m x 1

A0(st): n x n

A+(st): m x n



Reduced Form Model

y ′t = x ′tB(st) + u′t(st)

u′t(st) = A0(st)
−1′ε′t

E [ut(st)ut(st)
′] = (A0(st)A0(st))

−1

where B(st) = A+(st)A
−1
0 (st)



Unrestricted Time Variation

Example: Suppose we have monthly data

• 13 lags

• 6 endogenous variables

• 3 regimes

⇒ A+(st) has 1404 parameters!



Restrictions on time variation

A+(st) = D(st) + SA0(st)

where S =

[
In

0(m−n)xn

]

If we put a prior on D(st) with mean zero then we have the
Minnesota prior!

”This ties our beliefs about lagged effects of structural innovation i
on variable j to our beliefs about contemporaneous effects of
innovation i on variable j.”



Restrictions on time variation

Case I: Constant coefficients and variances
Case II: Time-varying variances only
Case III: Time-varying coefficients and variances



Data

Monthly U.S. Data from 1959:Q1 to 2003:Q3

• Commodity Price Index (Pcom)

• M2 Divisia (M)

• Federal Funds Rate (R)

• Real GDP (y) (interpolated)

• Core PCE Price Index (P)

• Unemployment Rate (U)



Identifying Restrictions on A0(st)

Figure: X indicates unrestricted parameter, blank means 0 restriction Inf: Commodity
market, MD: Money Demand, Fed: Fed behavior, Prod: Production Sector



Five Specifications



Model Fit







4 State Monetary Policy Changing



4 State Monetary Policy Changing













Conclusion

”Our best-fit model suggests that neither additive disturbances to
a linear monetary policy reaction function nor changes in the
coefficients of that function have been a primary source of the rise
and fall of inflation over our sample period.”


